Creating dashboards in crystal reports

Crystal reports dashboards.
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dashboard in a Crystal Report using flash variables. First of all let’s give a scenario that leads us to do that. In this case we wanted to create a dashboard for a SAP GRC module. The problem was that we could not connect to the system directly with SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards (Xcelsius for the most nostalgic ones). Apart from that, there is a
good thing about having a dashboard embedded in Crystal, you will have a dashboard that can be refreshed from Crystal Reports without needing a previous authentication. You will also be able to save the “report” (you can show the dashboard) in PDF with saved data and the dashboard will be completely clickable and navigable.After having a clear
reason why we need to embed the dashboard into a Crystal Report let's jump to how to do it.Once you have your dashboard ready go to “Manage Connections” and add a new one by choosing “Flash Variables”. fig. 1 - Data Manager in SAP Dashboards Once you have it ready give a name to this connection and choose the variable format as CSV. Now
you might wondering why that is.The variable format indicates how you have to prepare the data in Crystal Reports in order to let Excel read the variables, by putting them into the specific columns.Virtually, what more or less happens between the dashboard embedded and the data from the Crystal report is the following: Data flow between Crystal
data and SAP Dashboards For the moment we will step forward and later we will get back to this topic again.Continuing with the Flash variable connection we were working at. Create as many variables as you need in you Dashboard. In the example below we have one flash variable for each column of the raw data table (see the image below).Finally,
save the dashboard and export it to flash file. Adding flash variables to the connection After those steps in SAP Dashboards, open Crystal Reports and open the report in which you want to add the Dashboard (it needs to have data inside).Right click on the place you want to locate the dashboard and choose “Insert Flash Object”. A window will be
opened and you will be able to select your flash file and select if you want it linked or embedded. If you want to have it connected to the Crystal data choose “Embedded”.Once the dashboard is embedded you need to create the variables which will be linked with the flash variables in the Excel file. This is the time to go back to our figure 2! As we said
the format you need to send the data to the flash variables is CSV; that means you should cook your data stored in columns (objects in your crystal reports) in order to have it in a singles string with values separated by comas. Concept of what needs to be done before mapping variables Now here is the trick to creating these variables so that you can
avoid fighting with Crystal reports for a while.Take each column or data you need and type for each one of them the following formula:global stringvar [Varriable];if ([Variable]="") then [Variable]:=Cstr()Else
[Variable]:=[Variable]+","+Cstr();[Variable];Note: Be careful if the data to convert into CSV is number formatted as #,##.##. The thousand
separator will create errors in your dashboard if you are showing them. To avoid that kind of issues replace Cstr() by Cstr(,’#’).Now that you have the dashboard placed and the variables created in Crystal reports, right click on the dashboard (in design mode) and choose “Flash Data Export”.Once the pane is open you will insert the name of the Excel
flash variables in the left column and the Crystal Reports variables in the right column. Is VERY important that the names of the variables in the left columns match perfectly (exactly the same name) with the names of the variables defined in the data manager in SAP Dashboards (see figure 1). Flash Data Expert in Crystal Reports By following these
steps you will be able to add a Dashboard into a Crystal reports and what is better is that you will be able to refresh a dashboard that is reading data from you system without any logging needed!I hope this is useful to you in your upcoming projects. If you have any tips our doubts, leave a comment below. The Business Intelligence (BI) and analytics
enterprise software is expected to grow to $92.2B by 2026. Can you guess who is sitting at the top of the list of best tools to use? SAP. According to Gartner, SAP takes up 21.3% of the market landscape. At the heart of SAP is crystal reports. The crystal reporting dashboard is the "next big thing" in BI and reporting tools. The crystal reports are
designed to take disparate data and transform it into engaging, interactive dashboards and advanced visualizations. The crystal reporting dashboard supports data connectivity, integration options, and platform-independent export options. Ideal for both independent and major software vendors, crystal reporting, helps organizations be more agile,
intelligent and flexible, which makes it ideal for the rigors of modern business. What Is Crystal Reporting? SAP Crystal reporting is designed to deliver a clear view of all your business information in one visual dashboard. Crystal reporting is interactive and broad enough to support dashboards from various data sources.These dashboards help you
gain insights to plan future operations, monitor KPIs, visualize trends, consolidate reports and share dashboard views with team members. Used by more than 500 software vendors, the crystal report dashboard comes in a variety of consultation services and packages, so organizations can choose the one that's right for them. In addition to being
flexible and varied, crystal report dashboards also allow businesses to connect directly to multiple enterprise data sources, and to utilize that information in a single, comprehensive view. This helps prevent oversights, inaccuracies and similar issues from occurring. Crystal reports have a very high data volume capability, which means they're as
equally suited for small companies as they are major enterprises that need a large platform for data and processing. Each dashboard can be personalized and is powerful enough to distribute customized reports for an enterprise. Finally, there are various SAP crystal solutions designed to suit multiple companies like reports viewer, dashboard,
presentation design, and server. 5 Examples of SAP Crystal Reports Curious how the crystal report dashboard plays out in real life? Here are five crystal report dashboard examples from various industries: 1. Sales - Supply Chain 2. Government - Housing Sales Trends 3. Human Resources - Compensation Analysis 4. Finance - Balance Sheet 5. Sales
- Sales Map Crystal Reporting Transforms Data Into Interactive Dashboards Crystal reporting dashboards provide many benefits. The primary perk is their ability to consolidate live data from multiple sources and make it into a convenient, interactive dashboard anyone can access. They're designed to help organizations monitor and grow their
businesses through smart visualizations and evidence-based analysis. Crystal reporting transforms KPIs into interactive modules that can be incredibly helpful for long-term growth. By offering enhanced decision-making, performance monitoring, and predictive modeling, crystal reporting gives businesses a leg-up. Organizations wondering about
implementing crystal reporting into their company can take advantage of advanced training designed to help individuals discover and adapt to the various features of SAP crystal reports. Preparation is easy and can go a long way to ensure that using the crystal report dashboard is as comfortable as possible. Image Credits: Featured Image & In-Post
Photos 1 to 5: Crystal Reports / Dashboards Originally published November 29, 2017. Updated August 19, 2019. SearchNetworking network packet A network packet is a basic unit of data that's grouped together and transferred over a computer network, typically a ... virtual network functions (VNFs) Virtual network functions (VNFs) are virtualized
tasks formerly carried out by proprietary, dedicated hardware. network functions virtualization (NFV) Network functions virtualization (NFV) is a network architecture model designed to virtualize network services that have ... SearchSecurity data breach A data breach is a cyber attack in which sensitive, confidential or otherwise protected data has
been accessed or disclosed in an... insider threat An insider threat is a category of risk posed by those who have access to an organization's physical or digital assets. data compliance Data compliance is a process that identifies the applicable governance for data protection, security, storage and other ... SearchCIO OODA loop The OODA loop
(Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) is a four-step approach to decision-making that focuses on filtering available ... strategic management Strategic management is the ongoing planning, monitoring, analysis and assessment of all necessities an organization needs to ... resource allocation Resource allocation is the process of assigning and managing assets
in a manner that supports an organization's strategic ... SearchHRSoftware SearchCustomerExperience implementation Implementation is the execution or practice of a plan, a method or any design, idea, model, specification, standard or policy for... first call resolution (FCR) First call resolution (FCR) is when customer service agents properly
address a customer's needs the first time they call. customer intelligence (CI) Customer intelligence (CI) is the process of collecting and analyzing detailed customer data from internal and external sources ...
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